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QUESTION 1

Given the following manual verification point: 

vpManual ("manual1", "The rain in Spain", "The Rain in Spain").performTest(); 

What are the results? 

A. The two strings are the same, and a pass would be generated in the log 

B. The two strings are different, and a fail would be generated in the log 

C. The syntax is incorrect, so this would not compile 

D. This will compile but the parameters are mixed up, and a fail would be recorded in the log. The correct syntax is:
vpManual ("The rain in Spain", "The Rain in Spain", "manual1").performTest(); 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

What must you do before editing the datapool using an external application? 

A. make it a public datapool 

B. make it a private datapool 

C. export it to a .csv file 

D. import it from a .csv file 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

What is the effect the Clear State on Close setting in the Object Map interface when you exit the object map? 

A. All new test objects will be accepted by removing the "New" designation from the test object. 

B. All new test objects will be accepted by changing the New designation to Accepted for the test object. 

C. All unused test objects will be removed from the map. 

D. All test objects that have not been accepted will continue to have a designation of "New." 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4
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A script needs to perform an action on an object. One of the recognition properties of the object is the .url property. The
URL is dynamic. At recording time, the URL was http://www-3.ibm.com. However, it can vary every time the script is
played back. In particular, the portion of the .url property that is subject to change is the digits that appears after the
dash. 

Which regular expression will match the value of the .url property regardless of the numer of digits between the - and
the .? Note: The regular expression should NOT match the .url property if no digits appear after the dash (as in
www-.ibm.com). 

A. www-*\.ibm\.com 

B. www-{num}?\.ibm\.com 

C. www-{num}+\.ibm\.com 

D. www-[0-9]*\.ibm\.com 

E. www-[0-9]\.ibm\.com 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

Given an existing TestManager Rational Test project, what are the steps to log results to TestManager? 

A. from TestManager, create a new Test Script Type for RFT, then from RFT, select the Functional Test logging
preferences to TestManager 

B. from RFT, select the Functional Test logging preferences to TestManager, then select the TestManager project when
you run an RFT test 

C. from RFT, associate the Rational Test Project with the RFT project, then select the Functional Test logging
preferences to TestManager 

D. from the Rational Administrator, associate the RFT project to the Rational Test Project, then from RFT, select the
Functional Test logging preferences to TestManager 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 6

Which regular expression offers a successful way to ensure the order number is a 1 to 3-digit number in the following
format? Your order number is 125. 

A. Your order number is [0-9]{3}. 

B. Your order number is [0-9]{3}\. 

C. Your order number is [0-9]{1,3}. 

D. Your order number is [0-9]{1,3}\. 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 7

Which statement is true about an RFT test datapool? 

A. It is exclusive for only one test script. 

B. It is a collection of related data records. 

C. It is automatically generated during script record. 

D. It is a collection of related test scripts. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 8

How many default Java environments can you have within one configuration of Rational Functional Tester? 

A. one for each instance of the application under test 

B. as many default Java environments as are needed to do testing 

C. You can change the java environments dynamically when testing different applications. 

D. only one 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 9

The tester resets their test environment and sets the playback environment. 

What is the tester ready to do? 

A. record the test 

B. set recording options 

C. view and analyze the results 

D. play back the script 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 10

Not including TestManager or custom logging, how can you organize RFT test results? 

A. define and follow a naming convention for all test logs 
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B. define and follow a naming convention for all logs and log subfolders 

C. create as many folders in the *_logs project as needed and drag logs into the appropriate folders 

D. create additional log projects which are associated with the primary RFT project, (for example, _acceptance_logs) 

Correct Answer: A 
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